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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present an agenda for the research directions we
recommend in addressing the issues of realizing and evaluating
communication in CPS instruments. We outline our ideas on potential
ways to improve (1) generalizability in Human–Human assessment tools
and ecological validity in Human–Agent ones; (2) exible and
convenient use of restricted communication options; and (3) an
evaluation system of both Human–Human and Human-Agent
instruments. Furthermore, in order to demonstrate possible routes for
realizing some of our suggestions, we provide examples through an
introduction of the features of our own CPS instrument. It is a Human–
Human pre-version of a future Human–Agent instrument and a
promising diagnostic and research tool in its own right, as well as the
rst example of transforming the so-called MicroDYN approach so that
it is suitable for Human–Human collaboration. We oer new alternatives
for communication in addition to pre-dened messages within the test,
which are also suitable for automated coding. For example, participants
can send or request visual information in addition to verbal messages.
As regards evaluation as a hybrid solution, not only are the pre-dened
messages proposed as indicators of dierent CPS skills, but so are a
number of behavioural patterns.
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Teamwork oers numerous advantages in the case of solving complex problems: increased coverage
of knowledge, skills and ideas becomes available through the members of a team (Graesser et al.,
2018a; Rosen et al., 2020). The potential of teamwork has been widely recognized and used in the
workforce in recent decades; therefore, the ability to eectively solve problems in collaboration
with others represents a continuously growing value (Binkley et al., 2012; Fiore et al., 2017; Fiore
& Wiltshire, 2016). Consequently, it is a highly signicant aim for a school-leaver to be competent
in working in groups and in creating solutions to particular problems collaboratively (Fiore et al.,
2018). Thus, it is necessary to develop collaborative problem solving in an educational context. To
be able to monitor the development of this skill, we need eective instruments (Fiore & Kapalo,
2017).

Technology-based assessment both in the case of large-scale measurements and everyday school
practice is an obvious choice due to the number of advantages (e.g. a higher level of objectivity, the
possibility of using innovative item types, such as audio and video les or interactive elements, and
the reduced need for human resources to register and code data; Csapó et al., 2012). However, we
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are faced with a number of methodological challenges if we want to assess CPS skills on an individual
level with a technology-based instrument (Graesser et al., 2018b; Liu et al., 2016).

This paper presents a research agenda with possible solutions for dealing with the issues of rea-
lizing and evaluating communication in CPS instruments. We outline ideas for potential ways to
improve (1) generalizability in Human–Human assessment tools and ecological validity in Human–
Agent ones; (2) exible and convenient use of restricted communication options; and (3) an evalu-
ation system for both Human–Human and Human–Agent instruments. Furthermore, in order to
demonstrate possible routes for realizing certain suggestions, we provide examples through an
introduction to the features of a new CPS instrument. It is a Human–Human pre-version of a
future Human–Agent instrument and a promising diagnostic and research tool in its own right, as
well as the rst example of a transformation of the so-called MicroDYN approach suitable for
Human–Human collaboration. To provide test-takers with the widest interaction space possible
and also to reduce their frustration at the lack of free chat to a minimum, we oer new alternatives
for communication in addition to pre-dened messages within the test, which are also suitable for
automated coding. For example, participants can send or request visual information in addition to
verbal messages. As regards evaluation, as a hybrid solution, not only are the pre-dened messages
proposed as indicators of dierent CPS skills, but so are a number of behaviour patterns.

Dening collaborative problem solving

Collaborative problem solving refers to “problem-solving activities that involve interactions among a
group of individuals” (O’Neil et al., 2003, p. 4; Zhang, 1998, p. 1). In a more detailed denition, “CPS in
educational setting is a process in which two or more collaborative parties interact with each other to
share andnegotiate ideas andprior experiences, jointly regulate and coordinate behaviours and learn-
ing activities, and apply social strategies to sustain the interpersonal exchanges to solve a shared
problem” (Dingler et al., 2017, p. 9). The theoretical models of CPS name dierent skills and subskills.
These subskills also dier in their arrangement; they are ordered in a hierarchy as well as in a matrix
(Graesser et al., 2018a; Sun et al., 2020). There is one aspect, however, which seems to be common
in the rest of the models (Dingler et al., 2017; Hesse et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016; OECD, 2017; O’Neil
et al., 2003): they contain two major elements representing a social or collaborative and a cognitive
or problem-solving aspect of the construct. In our research we accept the two-dimensional concept
of the skill and base our evaluation model on a cognitive and a social component.

Recent research on complex problem solving has dened two empirically distinct stages in
problem-solving processes (Fischer et al., 2012; Fischer et al., 2015). In the rst, knowledge acqui-
sition phase, the problem solver systematically generates information, integrates this information
into a viable mental model of the situation and selectively focuses on the most relevant, central
and urgent aspects of the problem. In the second, knowledge application part he/she makes a set
of interdependent decisions based on the explicit and implicit knowledge acquired, and monitors
the prerequisites and consequences of these decisions continuously in order to systematically
solve the problem at hand (Fischer et al., 2017, p. 112). Problem solving is described with these
two phases in our instrument.

As regards the collaborative dimension, the CRESST teamwork model has been used to dene the
construct (O’Neil et al., 1997). The model consists of six skills: (1) adaptability refers to the skill of
“monitoring the source and nature of a problem through an awareness of team activities and
factors bearing on the task”; (2) coordination is required for the “process by which team resources,
activities and responses are organized to ensure that tasks are integrated, synchronized, and com-
pleted with established temporal constraints”; (3) decision making represents “the ability to integrate
information, use logical and sound judgment, identify possible alternatives, select the best solution,
and evaluate the consequences”; (4) interpersonal ability is for improving “the quality of team
member interactions through the resolution of team members’ dissent, or the use of cooperative
behaviour”; (5) leadership means “the ability to direct and coordinate the activities of other team
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members, assess team performance, assign tasks, plan and organize, and establish a positive atmos-
phere”; (6) communication is “the process by which information is clearly and accurately exchanged
between two or more team members in the prescribed manner and by using proper terminology,
and the ability to clarify or acknowledge the receipt of information” (Hsieh & O’Neil, 2002, p. 703).

Issues in realizing and evaluating interactions in collaborative problem solving
instruments

The Human–Agent vs. Human–Human discussion

After the individual interactive problem-solving assessment in 2012, the OECD decided that
problem-solving skills would be assessed again in 2015 (Csapó & Funke, 2017). However, this time
the focus of the assessment was the individual’s capacity for solving problems collaboratively
instead of on his or her own. This choice involved serious methodological issues. One of the
biggest questions was the way in which comparable data should be produced. To be able to
produce such data, every student should be tested in the exact same context: working on the
same tasks with the same team members.

This design may seem impossible to achieve at rst sight. Technology, however, oers a creative
and heretofore unique solution: the application of computer agents as collaborators. In a technol-
ogy-based assessment context, where the collaborating peer is not another person, but a conversa-
tional agent, it becomes possible to develop a standardized test environment, as agents can
generate their reactions from the same pre-programmed set of responses to every test taker. The
OECD decided to accept this choice, the so-called Human–Agent (H–A) approach, in the PISA
survey, as well as several other CPS instruments later on (He et al., 2017; OECD, 2017; for further
examples of H–A CPS instruments, see Krkovic et al., 2016; Rosen & Foltz, 2014; Stoeer et al., 2020).

While the option of providing a standardized test environment in the H–A condition is quite
crucial, the ecological validity of these instruments has been debated. Those who support the
Human–Human (H–H) line of assessment, in which collaborators are actual humans, point out
that the H–A solution is far from being realistic. One could hardly expect a computer agent to
show the sort of broad range of feelings or sometimes rather irrational thinking that may character-
ize a human participant (Andrews-Todd & Forsyth, 2020; Care & Grin, 2017; Grin & Care, 2015;
Scoular & Care, 2020; Yuan et al., 2019).

Recent CPS assessments, including the PISA survey, have used so-called minimalist agents, which
only provided an opportunity for restricted written communication with pre-dened messages
(Graesser, Dowell, et al., 2017; Rosen & Mosharraf, 2016). This strongly controlled design apparently
does not contribute to creating a markedly realistic digital collaborator. Moreover, they employed
pre-determined chat, which means the agent tightly restricted the conversation by dynamically
changing the set of 3–5 pre-dened messages oered for exchange (He et al., 2017; OECD, 2017;
Rosen & Foltz, 2014; Rosen & Mosharraf, 2016). This kind of conversation seems even farther from
an authentic H–H interaction.

To investigate the question of whether collaboration with computer agents can be considered
equivalent to the joint problem-solving process used by real students, two validity studies have
been carried out so far. In the rst research, the achievement of H–A and H–H dyads on the same
CPS tasks was compared (Rosen & Foltz, 2014). In the second, PISA validation study (Herborn et al.,
2020), PISA problems were used which students had originally solved together with two or three com-
puter agents. In the validation study, one agent was replaced by a human student in half of the cases.

Neither of these studies found sizeable dierences in achievement between groups in which stu-
dents were collaborating with agents exclusively compared to those in which students had a human
collaborator. This result seems promising at rst glance. It should be noted, however, that students
were only able to collaborate through a very limited list of pre-dened messages in H–A mode. Iro-
nically, validating H–A CPS instruments itself is a big challenge as it involves a paradox. The most
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informative method would be to compare the results of H–A groups to those of H–H groups in which
students are allowed to have an open-chat discussion. However, if the type of communication is
changed, the comparability of the two conditions becomes compromised, as we are no longer
dealing with the same tasks. Stadler et al. (2020) followed a dierent line for validation. They corre-
lated the students’ test results on PISA tasks with self-rated and teacher-rated scales on their colla-
borative skills and found moderate correlation. This result again provides a reason for optimism,
although here too we have to have some reservations because of the classic objectivity issues
with questionnaires.

Automated data coding

Communication between collaborators contains core information about the problem-solving process
and participants’ CPS skills, so how it is realized and what solutions can be found to evaluate it rep-
resent a key issue. One of the greatest advantages of technology-based assessment is the option of
automated coding (Csapó et al., 2012). With regard to CPS, both large-scale assessments and everyday
educational practice would require instruments which generate results that can be coded automati-
cally, as teachers are not necessarily experts on methods of analysing human discourse.

Open-ended communication can undoubtedly be considered as the most valid way of exchan-
ging ideas. However, evaluating open-ended discussions, especially in the case of large-scale assess-
ments, can be extremely resource- and time-consuming. The reason is that content analysis, the
traditional method for analysing interactions, cannot be implemented at the current stage of tech-
nology with the complete elimination of human rating (Care et al., 2015).

To handle this case, a possible option is to apply natural language processing (NLP) to evaluate
interactions (Hao et al., 2017; Landauer et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016). Recent analytical software is
capable of processing a discourse based on syntactic characteristics; furthermore, with an embedded
vocabulary, it can search for predicted keywords and phrases in the discourse (Dowell et al., 2019;
Graesser, Dowell, et al., 2017; Graesser, Forsyth, et al., 2017; Reilly & Schneider, 2019; Rosen & Moshar-
raf, 2016; Rosé et al., 2017). These technologies represent signicant steps toward the future aim of
understanding the semantics of the interactions using articial intelligence tools. Nevertheless, pro-
cessing the content with NLP methods is still a current problem to be solved, especially in the case of
agglutinative languages, such as Hungarian, Turkish and Japanese, where the large number of poss-
ible word forms obtained from one root makes syntactic analysis extremely challenging.

Another alternative to automated data coding of free chat has been to develop behavioural indi-
cators based on an analysis of a large number of H–H problem-solving interactions and create algor-
ithms which search for these in the log stream data (Adams et al., 2015; Grin & Care, 2015; Scoular &
Care, 2020; Yuan et al., 2019). The indicators have been related to the presence or absence of specic
actions, for instance, asking a question or sending a message before entering a nal answer to a
problem. While this analytical method represents another hopeful automated coding approach
for future CPS measurement tools, it is not appropriate for capturing the content of the communi-
cation satisfactorily.

The third solution for handling the complicated case of automated coding in CPS instruments was
to eliminate the option of conversing freely. More specically, group members can only talk by
exchanging a set of pre-dened messages, which are previously assigned to dierent skills, so auto-
mated data coding can be developed and implemented with this pre-assignment. This option can
lead to more valid results than the application of behavioural indicators, as it opens the door to
taking the actual content of the interaction into account in the evaluation. However, in addition
to this great advantage, this alternative also has its shortcomings.

Pre-dened message exchange

Research in the last twenty years has demonstrated that pre-dened message exchange has proved
to be an eective way to interact with the aim of problem solving (Chung et al., 1999; Hsieh & O’Neil,
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2002; Krkovic et al., 2016; OECD, 2017; O’Neil et al., 1997; Rosen & Foltz, 2014; Stoeer et al., 2020).
Students were capable of completing the tasks under this condition, in some ways actually more
eectively than in the case of chatting freely, as a signicant amount of o-task discussion was
excluded with this restriction (Chung et al., 1999). However, in studies where they had the chance
to provide feedback on changing pre-dened messages, they continuously stressed how much
they missed the option of formulating their own messages (Chung et al., 1999). Also, if they had
the opportunity to send both types of messages, they started to ignore the chance to send pre-
dened messages quickly and shifted to typing in their own (O’Neil et al., 1997). Therefore,
besides its eectiveness for problem solving and automated coding, pre-dened message exchange
also proved to have its limits: it may lead to frustration, as participants may be disturbed at not being
able to express themselves if the messages fail to cover every possible scenario for talk (Krkovic et al.,
2014).

Pre-dened messages are basically provided for test-takers in two ways at present. The rst way is
the already mentioned pre-determined way in H–A approaches, when the set changes turn by turn
based on the script the agent follows (OECD, 2017; Rosen & Foltz, 2014). This design is a highly feas-
ible choice from the perspective of scoring. It is obviously much less dicult to create a coding
scheme if the human participant has only 3–5 messages to choose from in every conversational
turn. One solution may be to evaluate every possible message within a turn using dierent
scores, or, as in the case of the PISA survey, to technically implement a multiple-choice design
and only give a score for one, “right” message (OECD, 2017; Rosen & Mosharraf, 2016; Scoular
et al., 2017).

The second way is to provide the complete pre-dened message set constantly (Chung et al.,
1999; Hsieh & O’Neil, 2002; Krkovic et al., 2016; O’Neil et al., 1997). If we choose the latter way,
we are faced with a much more complex issue vis-à-vis the development of the coding system. It
is not possible to make a well-substantiated decision on which CPS skill a pre-dened message
mostly belongs to within a given framework without being aware of the context of the discussion.
For example, the answer “No” should be evaluated dierently after the question “Do you under-
stand?” than it is after the request “Wait, please”. Consequently, if we assign the pre-dened mess-
ages to dierent CPS skills and base the automated evaluation on this pre-assignment without
taking into account the line of the message exchange, the results may be completely invalid.

Proposed research priorities

Key directions in improving CPS instruments vis-à-vis the Human–Human vs.
Human–Agent discussion

After almost a decade of discussion, it seems time to move beyond the question of which is the
“right” assessment line to be followed. Clearly, both conditions have their advantages and disadvan-
tages for dierent assessment situations. The H–H approach has greater potential for creating a
detailed prole of one’s CPS skills, as these instruments can be a very rich source of data with a soph-
isticated quality of describing students’ CPS behaviour (Andrews-Todd & Forsyth, 2020; Scoular et al.,
2017; Scoular & Care, 2020; Yuan et al., 2019). Nevertheless, such tools will not be able to oer a stan-
dardized test environment, so the data produced by them will never be impeccable in terms of gen-
eralizability. H–A approaches, on the other hand, while they can ensure the latter feature perfectly,
are unable to reach the ecological validity of H–H instruments. Both assessments have their own
advantages depending on the aim of the assessment, so we believe both instrument types are
worth investing in. There is much potential for improvement in the case of both approaches: increas-
ing the generalizability level of H–H instruments and the ecological validity level of H–A instruments
is a realizable aim.

To increase generalizability to a sensible level in H–H assessment tools, a potential solution would
be to have the test-takers solve problems in groups with multiple teammembers. The more students
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with dierent abilities with whom to collaborate, the greater space they have to manifest their CPS
skills (Hao et al., 2017; Rosen, 2017). The problem with this solution is that in the case of written com-
munication, which has been the choice of every CPS instrument, it is much more dicult for the
student to follow the chat conversation if he/she needs to collaborate with more than one
person. Interdependence can demand closely collaborative work, as team members cannot solve
the problem without the others’ contribution. Thus, it is very important to follow what kind of infor-
mation has been shared and who has shared it. Experiences tied to group problem solving in written
conversation show that as the conversation proceeds, it becomes increasingly dicult to search back
in the chat window for the important moves, and this grows even more complex with an increasing
number of team members (Fuks et al., 2006). This may explain why several H–H and even H–A
approaches use the smallest unit of a group in their assessments, which is a dyad (Grin & Care,
2015; Krkovic et al., 2016; Rosen & Foltz, 2014; Stoeer et al., 2020; Yuan et al., 2019). We understand
the practical advantage of involving pairs in H–H assessment tools; however, it is still possible to have
a student collaborate with multiple partners within one CPS test. The solution may be that the test-
taker works with a dierent collaborator on every problem.

In the case of H–A approaches, the biggest challenge at this point would be to improve the eco-
logical validity of these instruments. The most signicant step toward this aim should be to analyse
prior H–H interactions on CPS tasks and then carefully base the agents’ reactions on these inter-
actions. What is more, the ideal route to maximizing ecological validity in an H–A instrument
would actually be to create a H–H pre-version of that instrument rst: we need to set up a productive
H–H assessment tool initially and then develop an agent based on an analysis of the human inter-
actions that have emerged. Following this solution, in the H–A version, both the student and the
agent can use the conversational moves that were used in the H–H version. The openings and reac-
tions of the agent in a conversational turn should track the most typical message exchanges ident-
ied in the human interactions.

Despite its feasibility, this stage of analysing human interactions on the given CPS tasks has been
omitted from the developmental process for H–A CPS instruments. Notably, in case of those learning
environments in which the agent serves as a tutor to the student, the relevance of human–human
interaction analysis has been recognized. Some of these tutoring environments were based on an
analysis of hundreds of hours of face-to-face tutor–student interactions and interactions between
student groups and a mentor (Graesser, Dowell, et al., 2017). However, it is necessary to underline
the great dierence between the dynamics of peer–peer interaction and that of the tutor–student
kind. The improvement of authenticity demands an analysis of peer–peer collaboration.

Key directions in improving constrained communication within CPS instruments

As we outlined above, the advantage of automated coding is so essential that it should be exploited
in every CPS instrument, whether it is H–H or H–A. At the current stage of technology, we nd con-
strained communication to be the most feasible for this aim. One of the main tasks at this point is to
maximize the exibility and convenience of constrained communication and thus increase the eco-
logical validity of interactions realized in a constrained way.

In raising the validity level of restricted communication, the key role of H–H interaction analysis
should be stressed again, this time by specically highlighting the condition of open-ended communi-
cation. In terms of exibility and convenience it would be fundamental to base the pre-dened
message set on an analysis of previous open-ended interactions on the problem-solving tasks
within a CPS test. While this step may seem quite obvious, hardly any CPS instruments have
implemented it in the development process (for exceptions, see Chung et al., 1999; O’Neil et al., 1997).

We see great potential in some alternative ways of constrained communication beyond pre-
dened messages, which participants nd convenient to use and satisfying in expressing themselves
and which are still suited to automated coding. Consequently, it would be worth addressing the dis-
covery of new constrained communication options in future research.
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Furthermore, test-takers would need more of an opportunity to lead and initiate, a much bigger
interaction space in general than they have in the case of the pre-determined chat design. If we elim-
inate free chat, it would be essential to provide as many options as possible for communication
within a test environment without cognitive overload. To ensure this, we nd the second way of pre-
senting pre-dened messages, in which the complete message set is constantly available, more
compelling.

Key directions in improving evaluation within CPS instruments

As we have outlined, the pre-determined chat design should be retained, in our view. This step,
however, implies serious challenges for evaluation. In the case of a wider interaction space, possible
options for interacting within a turn greatly increase. The multiple-choice design obviously cannot
be implemented this way; moreover, the “context problem”, which means one should take into
account the line of pre-dened messages, also needs to be addressed.

We noted that if we base the scoring on pre-dened message exchange or behavioural indicators
exclusively, the results can be misleading. However, a combination of these two methods can lead to
more valid results. In H–H assessment tools, we recommend a hybrid evaluation system: pre-dened
messages complemented with behavioural indicators. An analysis of H–H discussions realized by
pre-dened messages can enable us to identify meaningful sequences in the texts which should
be taken into account in the coding scheme as behavioural indicators, either with a positive or a
negative weight. This design can cover up the content of the communication on a greatly advanced
level.

In the case of H–A approaches, the evaluation of the problem-solving process should lean
strongly on the H–H versions of the instruments. In agent-based assessment tools, the conversation
line should be segmented into dierent parts by signicant milestones in the problem-solving
process, and the agents would have a specic protocol to follow with reference to every dierent
segment. These protocols would contain the agent’s script with the pre-programmed reactions to
each possible human conversational move turn by turn. As the coding scheme of the H–H version
would contain indicators referring to the content of the pre-dened messages as well as the
specic line of some interactional moves, we could easily decide in the case of the H–A version
which moves we will evaluate in a conversational turn and with what kind of weight.

Developmental stages in creating collaborative problem-solving instruments

Our recommendations list the necessary developmental stages of the CPS instruments, which can be
summarized as follows:

In the case of H–H instruments,

(1) the rst version of the assessment tool should permit open-ended discussion;
(2) pre-dened messages and further restricted communication options should be based on an

analysis of data gathered via this rst version, which permits open-ended discussion;
(3) after eliminating free chat, restricted communication options should be tested in several further

H–H tests;
(4) if the restricted ways of communicating can be considered well-established, large-scale data col-

lection will be necessary; next,
(5) we can create the evaluation system by having created the behavioural indicators based on an

analysis of the interactions;
(6) the instrument, with the well-grounded, user-friendly restricted communication options which

are suitable for automated coding and with a solid evaluation system, is ready to use, even
with multiple members within a test.
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The initial developmental stages of H–A instruments can be considered the same, as we believe
they should be built on the H–H versions of themselves. After this is done,

(7) we should dene the problem-solving segments of the CPS tasks with specic milestones and
identify the typical conversational turns in the dierent segments based on the interactions
evolved in the H–H version; then,

(8) the agent’s protocol should be created for each segment based on typical openings and reac-
tions. The protocols should contain every possible route (the agent’s reactions to every potential
human move);

(9) to make sure students cannot run into dead-end discussions with the agent, the emerging H–A
version should be tested a number of times;

(10) after the necessary troubleshooting, we should create the evaluation system, strictly based on
the H–H evaluation system;

(11) as the nal step in perfecting the H–A version, large-scale data collection is again rec-
ommended, in which students solve half of the problems using the H–H version and the
other half with the H–A one. If the data gathered with the two versions correlate satisfactorily,
we can consider our H–A instrument sound and ecologically valid.

In the next half of the paper, we demonstrate exemplary routes to realizing some of the proposed
ideas by providing the CPS assessment tool we are currently developing.

The Human–Human version of a new CPS instrument based on the MicroDYN
approach

In our research, we are developing a new online CPS measurement tool in the eDia electronic diag-
nostic assessment system (Csapó & Molnár, 2019; Molnár & Csapó, 2019). According to our research
agenda, we are in the third stage of the developmental line of creating CPS instruments. In the initial
steps of the development, we permitted open-ended discussions on the tasks so that the restricted
communication options of the H–H instrument could be based on an analysis of data gathered via
this rst version. Currently, we are about to consolidate the new version, which uses restricted com-
munication options exclusively, through small-scale trials (Pásztor-Kovács, 2018; Pásztor-Kovács
et al., 2018). The instrument is suitable for later computer agent embedding; moreover, it aims to
become a valuable H–H assessment tool in its own right.

Collaborators can converse through pre-dened messages, which are constantly available. Fur-
thermore, to handle the case of inexible communication, new alternatives have been developed
for interaction within the platform. In addition to verbal messages, participants can send or
request visual information during the problem-solving process. We thus aim to create a user-friendly
test environment, which can reduce students’ potential frustration at the lack of free chat to a
minimum.

The assessment system can assign students to groups either randomly, or, given a specic ped-
agogical aim, the composition of groups can also be pre-dened within a given sample. It is also
possible to change group compositions task by task within one test. For example, on a four-task
test, students have the chance to work with four dierent partners selected either randomly or in
a pre-dened way. This solution is expected to create far more generalizable results than the
design of having students collaborate in the same team throughout a test. Furthermore, for instance,
in the case of a classroom assessment, where the teacher may have some presumptions of students’
CPS levels, it can be even more informative for him/her to combine the compositions of the dyads by
himself/herself and choose the pre-dened way.

In the following, the constrained communication options of the instrument will be introduced;
furthermore, we present the foundations of the evaluation system, involving pre-dened message
exchange and several other activities as behavioural indicators.
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The problem type – the MicroDYN approach

As we chose to make the complete pre-dened message set constantly available, a sort of message
list was necessary which accurately covers possible interactions yet is still perspicacious and requires
no advanced cognitive capacities to process. Toward this aim, we sought problem types in which the
problem space is of a reasonable size and the possible stages and outcomes of the problem-solving
process are relatively predictable. The problem-solving task types of the both theoretically and
empirically well-grounded MicroDYN approach was found to be the best choice for this goal
(Grei et al., 2012; Wüstenberg et al., 2012).

The MicroDYN approach aims to assess individuals’ interactive problem solving, which refers to
their “ability to explore and identify the structure of (mostly technical) devices in dynamic environ-
ments by means of interacting and to reach specic goals” (Grei & Funke, 2017, p. 95). The pro-
blems contain at least one, but as many as three input variables and also at least one, but as
many as three interrelated output variables. They are content-general, with no prior knowledge
required to solve them. The tests consisting of MicroDYN-based problems have proved to be reliable
and valid in a number of studies, including the PISA 2012 problem-solving assessment (Fischer et al.,
2017; Grei & Funke, 2017).

The problems involve (a) the acquisition of knowledge of relevant aspects of the problem to
ascertain the problem structure by interacting with a simulation and (b) the application of this
knowledge to reach certain stages, more specically, the goal values of the output variables in
the simulation (Grei & Funke, 2017). In the knowledge acquisition phase, students need to discover
the relations by systematically manipulating the input variables. By moving the sliders linked to them
and pressing the Apply button, they can observe the impact of the manipulation on the output vari-
ables by looking at the diagrams and graphs (Figure 1). After exploring the system, they need to
build a model for the relations of the variables by drawing the suitable arrows between them
(Figure 1). The right model earns a score. In the knowledge application phase, the correct model
is already shown to the students. The task is to reach the target values of the output variables in
four steps (e.g. by pressing the Apply button no more than four times; Figure 2). The score is
earned if all the target values have been successfully reached. Both phases have a time limit
within which to work.

A pioneer example of making MicroDYN tasks collaborative can already be found in the literature
(Krkovic et al., 2016). In the COLBAS (computer-assisted assessment for collaborative behaviour)
instrument, participants need to collaborate with a computer agent. COLBAS has been an inspiring
model for us on how to transform the MicroDYN items for collaborative work: there are unavailable
input and output variables for students in both instruments. To learn about their features, partici-
pants need to contact their partner.

Nevertheless, there are some fundamental dierences between the two assessment tools. First of
all, in COLBAS only the rst, knowledge acquisition phase has been transformed, the knowledge
application phase remained original. Furthermore, COLBAS gives the chance for open-ended
besides restricted communication. Students can send questions and requests to the agent with
pre-dened messages and use free chat to make assertions. However, while the pre-dened mess-
ages get a pre-dened response, the assertations in the open chat are not followed by a reaction
from the agent. The content of the sent messages also stays unprocessed. The collaborative dimen-
sions are manifested in the three speech acts: the scores represent the frequency of questioning,
requesting and asserting (informing) during the problem-solving process. Thus, as its name says,
it is more suitable for assessing collaborative behaviour besides problem solving than collaborative
skills, which is the aim of our instrument. The most important dierence is that COLBAS is not based
on a human pre-version, which would be in our view a core requirement to raise the ecological val-
idity of agent-based CPS assessment tools.

Consequently, while the two assessment tools are both built on the MicroDYN approach, our
ideas about the necessary steps for transforming it for a collaborative environment are entirely
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Figure 1. The knowledge acquisition phase of a MicroDYN problem in eDia. Students need to explore the eect of a green-armed
and a red-armed remote control on the speed and volume of the racing car.

Figure 2. The knowledge application phase. The target values are placed next to the output graphs and represented by the red
lines.
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divergent. The H–H collaboration required a very dierent design with innovative restricted com-
munication options. In the following sections, we outline the modications implemented in the
eDia platform, with a special focus on these options and the potential for their evaluation. As the
knowledge acquisition and knowledge application phases required quite dierent modications,
they will be introduced in separate sections.

Restricted communication options in the knowledge acquisition phase

In the knowledge acquisition tasks, some input and output variables are unavailable for the team
members. In the sample racing car problem in the gures, half of the variables are hidden from
Student 1 and the other half from Student 2 (Figure 3). Let us assume that Student 1 is a boy and
Student 2 is a girl. Student 1 is not able to see the change of the green arm diagram and the
speed graph, and although he can move the slider for the green arm variable, pressing Apply will
have no eect. Nevertheless, he has access to the red arm slider, the diagram and the volume
graph. Student 2 is in the exact opposite situation. The available variables are always indicated
with red frames for Student 1 and blue frames for Student 2, with the “frozen” ones being light
grey. If, for example, Student 1 moves the red arm slider and presses Apply, he has no information
on whether the speed graph has changed or not. Also, if he experiences a change on the volume
graph, he cannot know whether it was the outcome of his manipulation on the red arm or if his
peer manipulated the green arm slider and this was the reason for the change. To obtain this infor-
mation, he needs to communicate with Student 2. To make it easier to learn who pressed Apply and
when, Student 1’s applications are always indicated with a red spot on the active graphs and a red
bar on the active diagrams for both students, while Student 2’s applications are indicated in blue
(Figure 3).

Figure 3. Student 1’s platform. The input and output variables at the top are unavailable. The two colours on the diagram and
the graph show that both team members have already pressed Apply. The chat window shows that some pre-dened messages
have been exchanged. (This is a translated version of the original task).
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There are ve buttons in the bottom left-hand corner of the surface, three of them for visual infor-
mation exchange (Share, Request to share and Adjust the slider) and two of them for verbal infor-
mation exchange (Message and Relations). The Message button provides the commonly used
option of sending a pre-dened message. The messages are not specic to the problems; thus,
the current twenty-ve messages are the same in all problems in the knowledge acquisition
phases. When the Message button is pressed, a pop-up window opens, containing the potential
messages to be sent in two columns (Figure 4).

For verbal communication, we have created another, innovative option, in the form of the
Relations button. This option was established to avoid the necessity of an extremely long, unproces-
sable list of pre-dened messages. Instead, through the alternative of the Relations button, peers can
discuss the relations, manipulations and changes of the variables in numerous combinations. The
solution of oering a short list (1–3) of optional elements of a statement has already been
implemented in some studies (Chung et al., 1999; Hsieh & O’Neil, 2002). We have improved this
method by creating a way of building the whole statement out of optional elements. If one
presses the Relations button, a pop-up window oers 37–40 elements (depending on the number
of variables) ordered in seven columns following the line of their supposed places in a potential
statement (Figure 5). The elements chosen appear in the chat window from left to right in the
order of their places in the columns (see Figure 6 for a seven-element and a three-element
message). As the content behind this button is strongly related to the variables in a given task, it
is dierent in every problem; however, it is the same in the knowledge acquisition and application
phases within a problem.

The remaining three buttons, Share, Request to share and Adjust the slider, are again part of our
latest innovation for constrained communication based on visual information exchange. For the two
students to be able to jointly build the model, they need to share the current state of the active dia-
grams, graphs and sliders. However, talking about these states would again require a much too long

Figure 4. The pop-up window for the Message button in the knowledge acquisition phase. The tick indicates that Student 1 has
selected a message to share, which will appear in the chat window after he presses OK (see Figure 6).
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Figure 5. The pop-up window for the Relations button. The ticks indicate the elements already selected for sharing (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Student 2’s platform. After exchanging some pre-dened messages and a statement composed of pre-set
elements with the Relations button in the chat window, Student 2 has requested information about the states of the Volume
graph, the Red arm diagram and the Red arm slider and now views what Student 1 has shared as a reply.
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list of pre-dened messages because of the numerous possibilities. This is why we established the
option of allowing students to share an image of the present state of their elements. To do so,
they click on the Mark button, then on the elements to be shared and nally on the Share
button. If someone, for example, Student 1, has pressed Share (Figure 6), a message appears in
the chat window informing Student 2 that Student 1 has shared information. Clicking on the
names of the shared elements in the chat window, Student 2 can view the current state of the dia-
grams, graphs and sliders on Student 1’s side (see Figure 6).

Students are not only able to share, but also to make a request to have information shared with
them. When students click on the Mark button, then on the elements they want to be informed
about and nally on the Request to share button, a message appears again in the chat window
telling them that, for example, Student 2 has asked for information about particular elements
(Figure 6).

The fth button on the left, labelled “Adjust the slider”, represents the third option for visual
information exchange. If Student 2 wants to ask Student 1 to put the green arm slider in a particular
position, she rst needs to set in the desired way it on her own platform, and then press Mark, the
slider and nally Move the slider. A message about Student 2’s suggestion appears in the chat
window (see Figure 6). Clicking on it, Student 1 sees the green arm slider moving to the spot
where Student 2 had suggested it should be, so technically he can see an image of the state of
Student 2’s slider.

If a member discovers a relation between the variables and draws an arrow in the model, he/she
has the chance to share it as well by clicking on the Mark button, then on the arrow and then on the
Share button. A message again reports the information that has been shared. Clicking on it, the other
member can see the arrows that have been sent appearing in his/her ownmodel with a fairly distinct
shade that is lighter than that of the arrows that he/she has already drawn.

If a member builds his/her model and considers it to be the nal one, he/she needs to share it by
pressing the Ready button. A message that says Final model appears in the chat window. Clicking on
it, peers can review each other’s models in the ways described above. The Next button only becomes
active if both members have shared their respective versions of the nal model. These models are
not expected to be similar, however. This design aims to increase the chances of the answer actually
being the student’s and not merely a copy of his/her partner’s model.

Activities to be evaluated in the knowledge acquisition phase

The nal coding scheme for the H–H version can only be created after large-scale data collection in
the fth developmental step in our research agenda; however, many activities during the testing can
already be assumed at this stage to be relevant indicators of dierent CPS skills. In Table 1, some
activities are presented which are good candidates as indicators. The rest of them are linked to
the use of the pre-dened messages. In addition, we name many behaviours that refer to the use
of innovative options. The behaviours enumerated will be presented in line with our pre-conception
of their relevance to the problem-solving and collaboration dimensions, including the specic CPS
skills.

The elements of the cognitive dimension are given. The MicroDYN problems originally observe
the knowledge acquisition and knowledge application part of the problem-solving process (Grei
& Funke, 2017). It is possible to retain this division for evaluation in the collaborative version. The
problem-solving achievement in the knowledge acquisition phase, just like in the individual
version, can be assessed with the discrete variable of the model (correct or not). Another option
for evaluation can be a correct statement sent about the relations of the variables. The combinations
of the relevant words can easily be pre-programmed.

The collaborative dimension is evaluated using the CRESST teamwork model, which, as noted
above, contains the following skills: adaptability, coordination, decision making, interpersonal
ability, leadership and communication. We have gathered inspiration for the assignment of the six
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skills with pre-dened messages and other activities from studies by Chung et al. (1999), Hsieh and
O’Neil (2002), and O’Neil et al. (1997) (Table 1).

Restricted communication options in the knowledge application phase

The students are required to build a consensus in this phase: they need to agree on every step before
implementing it. This condition also ensures that no member can solve a problem alone by rapidly
pressing Apply four times without any discussion.

To enable dyads to agree on every step, we installed a new button for visual information
exchange called Plan. If a student presses Plan, the current state of all his/her sliders is shared. A
message informs his/her collaborator of this action in the chat window (Figure 7). If the other

Table 1. Examples of activities to be extracted as indicators assigned to the dierent CPS skills in the knowledge acquisition
phase.

Observed skill Activity to be evaluated

Cognitive dimension Knowledge
acquisition

- Providing the correct model with the Ready button
- Sending a correct statement with the Relations button

Social dimension Adaptability - Sending the pre-dened message “Did you gure something out?”/“What do you
think?”

Coordination - Sending the pre-dened message “If you’re ready, click on the Ready button.”/
“Draw your arrows.”

- Pressing the Share or Next button

Decision making - Sending the pre-dened message “Do you agree?”/“I agree.”/“I disagree.”/
“Why?”/ “That will be ok.”

- Sending any statement (whether correct or not) with the Relations button
- Sharing an arrow or arrows with the Share button
- Sending the pre-dened message “Yes.” or “No.” after receiving the message “Do
you agree?”

Interpersonal - Sending the pre-dened message “Cool!”/“Thanks.”/“That’s true.”/“You’re right.”/
“Keep going like this.”

- Pressing the
. Share button after one’s partner has made a request with the Request to

share button
. Share button after receiving the pre-dened message “Please share what I

asked for.”
. Apply button after receiving the pre-dened message “Please click on the

Apply button.”
. Ready button after receiving the pre-dened message “If you’re ready, click

on the Ready button.”
- Moving the slider to the spot requested with the Adjust the slider button
- Drawing arrows after the pre-dened message “Draw your arrows.”
- Staying inactive after the message “Wait, please don’t click until I tell you to.”
- Sending the pre-dened message “No” after receiving the pre-dened message
“Please share what I asked for.”/“Please click on the Apply button.”/“If you’re
ready, click on the Ready button.”/“Draw your arrows.”/“Wait, please don’t click
until I tell you to.”

- Sending the pre-dened message “No.” after one’s partner has pressed the Adjust
the slider button

Leadership - Sending the pre-dened message “Please share what I asked for.”/“Please send
everything I asked for.”/“Please click on the Apply button.”/“Wait, please don’t
click until I tell you to.”/“Hey, are you there?”/“Can we go on?”

- Pressing the Request to share or Adjust the slider button

Communication - Sending the pre-dened message “I did it.”/“Yes.”/“No.”/“All right.”/“Ok.”

Note: The activities to be evaluated in reverse are indicated with a grey background.
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member clicks on it, he/she experiences his/her sliders moving to the particular spots his/her peer
desires to use in the next step. In the case of all four steps, the Apply button only becomes active
if the students share the same plan, i.e. if their sliders are in the same position.

The rst plan shared at the start and in every further step is not shown immediately. The message
which appears in the chat window only says that Student 1 or 2 has his/her plan (Figure 7). It can only
be viewed after the other member has also shared his/her own plan. Thus, students cannot simply
copy a plan that has been previously shared by their peers. They are forced to develop their own.

To come to a common plan, members can communicate via the Relations, Adjust the slider and
Message buttons. The last one contains 23 similar messages in all the knowledge application phases
(Figure 8). As there are no unavailable elements in this phase, the Share and Request to share buttons
are eliminated.

Activities to be evaluated in the knowledge application phase

In Table 2 we review the activities which seem appropriate for indicator extraction in the knowl-
edge application phase. In the cognitive dimension, it is possible again to observe the original
variable of reaching the target value or not. However, the members of a dyad go through the
process together throughout, which means this value cannot be dierentiated, as the collabor-
ators both succeed or fail. To be able to collect data on students’ problem-solving skills on an
individual level, we came up with the idea of having them think about their rst plan in the
four steps on their own. It is possible to have the system dynamically monitoring and selecting
combinations of sliders whose application can lead toward the solution in the four steps. The
evaluation of the social dimension is again based on pre-dened messages, use of other com-
munication options and a combination of these.

Figure 7. The knowledge application part. After sharing dierent plans, students have managed to arrive at a consensus and
have already pressed Apply once. They have used the Adjust the slider and Message buttons for the discussion. (Currently,
they are deciding about the second step, the Apply button being inactive.)
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Discussion and outlook

In this paper a research agenda was presented on possible solutions for dealing with the issues on
realizing and evaluating interactions in CPS instruments. We stated that both the H–H and H–A
assessment lines of measurement have their benets for dierent assessment aims; furthermore,
they also both have a great deal of potential for improvement. In an eort to boost the generaliz-
ability level of H–H instruments, a design was proposed in which the group composition changes
in every task. The importance of retaining the pre-determined chat design of H–A assessment
tools was pointed out to improve their ecological validity. The agenda recommended that each
H–A instrument should have its own H–H pre-version to build on in order to create a realistic
agent and to advance the evaluation system in H–A approaches.

Moreover, we discussed that the exchange of pre-dened messages is the method which pro-
vides an opportunity to understand the content of the interaction and ensures automated data
coding at the same time. Nevertheless, it was strongly recommended that innovations be developed
to compensate for the inexibility of constrained communication. Creating the largest interaction
space possible was another suggestion: CPS instruments should make their complete pre-dened
message sets constantly available; furthermore, new options should be explored for constrained
communication beyond pre-dened messages. The importance of taking into account the context
of the communication was also stressed. Supporting this idea, a hybrid evaluation system was rec-
ommended in H–H measurement tools, in which both pre-dened messages and behavioural indi-
cators play a great role.

To demonstrate an example of possible routes to realizing some of the proposals, we introduced
a new CPS assessment tool. The instrument is not only the rst example of transforming the so-called
MicroDYN approach to make it suitable for H–H collaboration. It is also a pre-version of a future H–A
assessment tool. The online measurement tool shows the potential for changing the group compo-
sition task by task. Furthermore, it oers several innovative solutions to replacing free chat with

Figure 8. The pre-dened message set under the Message button in the knowledge application phase.
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besides the xed, constantly available pre-dened message set. Some alternatives for
future evaluation were also presented. The outlined evaluation model can again be considered as
groundbreaking, as it unies two methods for assessment: besides the pre-dened messages, a
number of behavioural patterns have been identied which are relevant as an indicator of
dierent CPS skills.

The next stage in developing the instrument is to test and improve it based on students’ feed-
back. It will be key to collect their opinions to ascertain what pre-denedmessages and other modi-
cations are still required to make the environment user-friendly. Our aim is to reach the point where
they report that they barely miss free communication within the test. Only if this goal is fullled can
we consider scaling up the data collection and start concentrating on the coding scheme. With a
stable and eective Human–Human version, we can make arrangements to embed the computer
agent in the instrument. Certainly, we are at the beginning of a process of multiple years with a
number of tasks ahead of us. Nevertheless, we believe the theoretical considerations and
good practices in the instrument can serve as an inspiration even at this early stage of our
research and contribute to overcoming the very complex challenge of developing eective CPS
assessment tools.

Disclosure statement

No potential conict of interest was reported by the author(s).

Table 2. Examples of activities to be extracted as indicators assigned to the dierent CPS skills in the knowledge application
phase.

Observed skill Activity to be evaluated

Cognitive dimension Knowledge
application

- Reaching the target value
- Sharing one’s own plan with the Plan button, which moves toward the solution

Social dimension Adaptability - Sending the pre-dened message “What do you think?”

Coordination - Sending the pre-dened message “Please share your plan.”/“Our plans are not
similar yet.”

- Pressing the Plan, Apply or Next button

Decision making - `Sending the pre-dened message “This way we can reach the target values
faster.”/“That way we would overstep the target value.”/“I think we should do
that dierently.”/“Count it.”/“Do you agree?”/“I agree.”/“I disagree.”/“Why?”

- Sending any statement (whether correct or not) with the Relations button
- Sending the pre-dened message “Yes” or “No” after the message “Do you
agree?”

Interpersonal - Sending the pre-dened message “Cool!”/ “Thanks.”/“That’s true.”/ “You’re
right.”/“Keep going like this.”

- Pressing the
. Plan button after receiving the pre-dened message “Please share your

plan.”
. Plan button after receiving the pre-dened message “Our plans are not

similar yet.”
- Moving the slider to the spot requested with the Adjust the slider button
- Sending the pre-dened message “No.” after receiving the pre-dened message
“Please share your plan.”

- Sending the pre-dened message “No.” after one’s partner has pressed the Adjust
the slider button

Leadership - Sending the pre-dened message “Hey, are you there?”/“Can we go on?”
- Pressing the Adjust the slider button

Communication - Sending the pre-dened message “I did it.”/“Yes.”/“No.”/“All right.”/“Ok.”

Note: The activities to be evaluated in reverse are indicated with a grey background.
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